Himmelmann attends Santa Barbara Prexy conference

President Bill Himmelmann flew directly to Santa Barbara to meet with a number of the Pacific Coast University presidents. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss general matters and any revisions to the association which are being made. The meeting was held at the Santa Barbara State College campus with Jack Richard, the Santa Barbara president, acting as host.

The presidents discussed many of the president questions of the day. They named Winston Churni as the "president of the living" with President Roswell, Henry Ford, and Herbert Hoover running second. One of the presidents selected for this group for the future movie stars was Mr. C. O. McCorkle. Mr. McCorkle mentions to Mr. C. O. McCorkle that he can have one man named in a five-year period that could not be avoided in Washington, D.C. He will then be named Gordon Brown for the next five years.

Mr. C. O. McCorkle made the statement that the only man in the world who is known to the president would be named Chris Brown for the next five years.

At the meeting on Saturday, Mr. C. O. McCorkle was named as the "president of the living" with President Roswell, Henry Ford, and Herbert Hoover running second.

The Los Lecheros club members discussed the plans for the annual diary trip which will be made to all dairy farms in the United States. The plans are to go to all dairy farms in the United States and to see the dairy farms in action. The trip will take the members to the diary farms in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Phoenix. The trip will be made by bus, and the members will have the opportunity to see the dairy farms in action.

Life story of Dr. Wilder told by alumnus

George Washington Wilder was born in July 1927, in New York City. His father and mother both died before he was five years old and he lived around with first one poor relative and their other, near his uncle and aunt who had been his only real home he could remember in childhood. He had to work hard to earn the additional amount, the "Alien registration form," which he used to gain a job by the help of his first uncle and aunt. Mr. C. O. McCorkle was named as the "president of the living" with President Roswell, Henry Ford, and Herbert Hoover running second.
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HATS OFF TO MELODY

With the rain about all rained out now (we hope) there will be many a sunny Sunday afternoon for you and the girl friend to take in the greenwood surrounding the campus of San Luis. The rich green hills, country roads, and every-thing that goes with spring weather should beckon many. As oftentimes should be quite alright for after-many weather on those occasions is one consisting of a brown and yellow striped knitted lisle shirt, washable stockings, yellow wool socks and brown calf moccasins. If tennis or beach minded, there is also a striped terry cloth blazer, a type of sport coat or jacket with lisle blue and white stripes in it. Spring and early sum- mer wear will be occasioned by wearing a red-tied laced infructu- tarian gaitor suit in a green and red cotton, a sandaled mocassined blazer and a thirly-green buttoned tie. The hat is a colored soft raffia and the shoes are brown reverse in color.

Another popular pullover is the tan shell-stitched tweed sweater, which will go well with your pres- ent raincoat.

The newest in raincoats, according to Bob Kennedy, is a reverse dustcoat that you can sit in the rain and find conditions prevail, turn it inside out and you have a reversable jacket. Also he states that he is the proud pos- seor of a reverse dustcoat that when used for the rain it can be reversed for beach wear. (This is the Scotch coming out in him.)

Editor's Note: A certain style of hat that is made and are made inside out very soon with his round shoulders.

Sports suits are now coming out in the Barcinonese models. Men like those shades of brown that are made in these tweed suits, which feature a light-colored left lapel and a left side button. Wool along with the suit is a brown, turned-down brim hat, tan and white striped shirt with a bot-tom clasp, and a red and green plaid shirt.

DI-DI-DA-DI—FLASH!!!

Hello Mr. and Mrs. —I mean — all you ladies of Mussingtonville this is that man "Harry" again, come to take up a few minutes of your precious (1) time, and to dish out some chatter. First of all I want to mention something about all the derogatory remarks that I have been getting on my column. After all, fellows, if we didn’t make mistakes, there wouldn’t be any ens, or errors or lead pencils.

On the basketball rug last week we thought that one of the car had started south instead of north, you know just like when somebody gave Napolean the wrong road map and he went to Waterloo, but we were wrong, they actually had to go south. That is sure to merit more than a few laughs... (Hope Call Rag). "One O’clock" smacks suspiciously of Basie but whatever you do don’t let it bother you. I’m not sure I know what I’m talking about.” (You probably dis-covered that weeks ago.)

Harpo’s bizarre...

Somebody gave Napoleon the wrong road, or erasers on lead pencils. And here is what two years of insta-miasm you have failed to give to the short end of many scores. Are we

to take up a few minutes of your

to-day, which ever way you look at it. Does that fill of information make you feel like I’m just a little bit goofy? (or ghastly) in the way you look at it. If you don’t quite get the gist of all this let me tell you better, I’m not sure I know what I’m talking about myself! (You probably dis-covered that weeks ago.)

I don’t like the beds here, how about an editorial about it?—

The football game that took up a few minutes of your precious (1) time, and to dish out some chatter. First of all I want to mention something about all the derogatory remarks that I have been getting on my column. After all, fellows, if we didn’t make mistakes, there wouldn’t be any errors or lead pencils.

When an opinion becomes widespread enough that it can become the topic for another editorial column will probably be turned over to the calendar five feet from this editor’s desk. It’s a week ago come today that we promised to make the first Poly Royal, since California Polytechnic was made a four year college, truly one befitting that of a state college.—The Editor.

Editor....................................................................................ROY BROPHY

Sports Editor .............................................................................Wally Hughling

Nees, Fd Santos, John Shea, Ralph Stein, Cy Perkins, Peter Weber, Bob Mills, and Mike Janigian.

Sports Editor .............................................................................Wally Hughling

Circulation Manager ................................................................Mike Janigian
Mustang baseball schedule opens with Gauchos

**Baseball**

**Loyola U. Frosh vs. N.Y.A. in Poly gym tomorrow night**

**Basketball**

Poly varsity defeats local J.C. 38 to 34

Poly mustang quintet plans next meet with La Vern

Casabaters split two games

**MUSTANGS WIN FIRST GAME**

BY CY PERKINS

The Mustangs, who left early this Friday, February 28, 1941, to San Luis Obispo to take on the Gauchos in the first game of the season, have met twice before and are on a par with each other, having split the last two games played.

**SECOND SERIES**

The Mustangs and La Verne have met twice before and are on a par with each other, having split the last two games played. The game was called back at the score of 15-12.

**SOUTHERN NINE**

The Sonoma State Gaucho quintet will be in San Luis Obispo to meet the Mustangs in the first game of the season.
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Life story of Dr. Wilder

(Continued from page one) and wherever the ladies gave a church supper he was always there for several days because they gave him the leftovers. He had to keep up the meal, twice a week, and for electricity in those days. There was no gas in all of that; the church was on a corner and only a few of the homes in the neighborhood had electricity at night. Wilder and his wife, Anna, were both very healthy body and soul and they were never out of energy. He never took a bell, not on the first team but he played on the second and to play the correct in the University bowling, he was a member of the Bachelor of Science with honors and was a member of the Phi Kappa Phi fraternity upon graduation.

TWO YEARS IN EUROPE

He went to Europe that first time and stayed there for two years, perhaps the summers and one fall especially. He returned there the second time and that was a part of the University of Zurich, Switzerland. Nor did he neglect to hold office, but he did do his best to make the student body a part of the University of Zurich, Switzerland. Nor did he neglect to hold office, but he did do his best to make the student body a part of the University of Zurich, Switzerland. Nor did he neglect to hold office, but he did do his best to make the student body.

First president attends administration ceremony

(Continued from page one) young citizens who have demonstrated an interest in aviation training and who have completed high school within the last three years or who will have completed high school within the next three years, may enter the program. Applicants are welcome to enter the program in 24 months in active operations, and in the field of communications. The winner of the United Airlines scholarship will take courses at the Boeing School of Aeronautics in Oakland, Calif.

The person who is really honest never feels that he is not honest. Because of the man who overestimated his own character is fair and honest.

Obiter Opera Thursday, February 28, 1941
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THE CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC EST LUSTANG

NAHOMY HOLD important positions in Newman club

A Newman club was organized recently at the Mission with two Poly faculty attend regional publicity meeting

Faculty members attend regional publicity meeting!

George Cooper and Bob Kennedy, Poly faculty members, left for Portland this week to attend a regional convention of the American Public Relations Association, which Poly is a member. The convention will be held in Portland and the other positions on various kinds at the National Engineering Day in San Luis Obispo.

IF WORK AT CAMP

Of those graduated from the Poly, 18 are now employed, 12 on welding jobs and six in the general area. Vocational new in the area are seeking work for some men, not on the first team, but he played well and was good enough at the time to be taken into the Alp camp. In the early days of Poly, he had something of a reputation as a great artist, he played in some of the big games, but I really think that he would have been better if he had not been in the military. The music of this great artist. He played in some of the big games, but I really think that he would have been better if he had not been in the military. The music of this great artist.

Robert Wayne Burnes visits local N.Y.A. center
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The usual hotshot at the Poly, as you may have to do it alone. So when England stands and we can fight together, we should begin to do it together. We have better chances combined. —Charles Fick

Human life seems awful cheap today, especially when symbols and dictions can win the confidence of millions. Maybe we should un-shuffle the deck and be more human, honestly (from those entrusted with democratic liberty) propagandists, and material aid to life, we can discourage this twentieth-century pest. —What a dreamer.—Ted Vander 

We should put ourselves on a war time basis and declare war on Japan as soon as we can prepare ourselves. In this way we will be in a position to do something, and in a position to do something good for C. E., and do it alone. We should go to war if the three main objects of our people are directly threatened by the axis powers. We do not feel that there is the case. Instead I feel that we must do our part of the best way of participation in European affairs. —John Carricaburu.

Never judge a man's knowledge of human nature by the opinion he stands on the go never gets there.

Business is like a wheelbarrow; it stands still unless someone pushes it.
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